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Abstract

Recent NLP models have shown the remark-
able ability to effectively generalise ‘zero-shot’
to new tasks using only natural language in-
structions as guidance. However, many of
these approaches suffer from high computa-
tional costs due to their reliance on concate-
nating lengthy instructions with every input
example, resulting in costly reprocessing of the
instruction. To avoid this, we introduce Hy-
pernetworks for INstruction Tuning (HINT),
which convert task instructions and examples
into parameter-efficient modules inserted into
an underlying model using a pretrained text en-
coder, eliminating the need to include instruc-
tions in the model input. The hypernetwork
in HINT also produces an encoded instruction,
which we concatenate with encoded inputs dur-
ing decoding to further improve performance.
HINT models outperform strong state-of-the-
art baselines by over 10% when controlling for
compute (measured in FLOPs). By converting
instructions into modules, HINT models can
effectively disregard the length of instructions
and few-shot example inputs in terms of com-
pute usage. As a result, HINT can enhance its
performance by up to 25% by incorporating
additional few-shot data, while utilizing only
up to 5% more compute. This combines the
strengths of parameter-efficient fine-tuning and
in-context learning. We release our code pub-
licly1.

1 Introduction

Large pretrained language models have demon-
strated a striking ability to perform new tasks
through the use of in-context examples or instruc-
tions alone (Brown et al., 2020), or after training
on input instances augmented with instructions
(Weller et al., 2020; Mishra et al., 2022; Sanh et al.,
2022; Wei et al., 2022; Chung et al., 2022; Wang
et al., 2022b). This ability allows a single model to

1Our code is available at:
https://github.com/allenai/hyper-task-descriptions.
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Figure 1: Overview of HINT. (1) We feed an instruction
into a HyperEncoder to produce an encoded instruc-
tion, use it to generate prefix and adapter weights, and
then insert them into the underlying model. (2) We run
the underlying model encoder as usual and optionally
concatenate the encoded input with the previously en-
coded instruction, before running the underlying model
decoder to generate the answer. We only use the hyper-
network once per task.

adapt to many tasks where training data is difficult
to collect or task-specific fine-tuning is impractical
(i.e., ‘zero-shot’ settings): models trained on in-
structions need only a single instruction to achieve
non-trivial performance on the task at hand. The
most common method to achieve this zero-shot
ability is to meta-train the model with task instruc-
tions concatenated with every input, allowing the
model to learn to associate instructions with tasks.
While empirically highly successful, this is ineffi-
cient and requires reprocessing lengthy task instruc-
tions and any additional task data (e.g., few-shot
examples) with every input example.

In this paper, we introduce Hypernetworks2

for Instruction Tuning (HINT), which directly
2Hypernetworks are neural networks trained to generate

neural networks (Ha et al., 2017).
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generate task-specific parameter-efficient modules
given only an instruction, combining the bene-
fits of instruction-based learning with parameter-
efficient modules. HINT models convert instruc-
tions and other task data (e.g., few-shot examples)
into efficient modules within a pretrained language
model, enabling cheaper inference and better com-
pute scaling with few-shot data for an underlying
instruction-based meta-learning approach. Addi-
tionally, fusing hypernetwork-encoded instructions
with the encoded input at the underlying model
decoder greatly improves the performance while
using minimal extra compute. An important ben-
efit of HINT is that it processes instructions and
other task information only once, making the com-
pute used by our method almost independent of
the amount of task data available, unlike both reg-
ular finetuning and input concatenation-based ap-
proaches (see Figure 3).

We find that our hypernetwork-based approach
(‘HINT’), is able to achieve similar performance to
baselines that receive the full instruction with every
input example while using significantly less com-
pute (as measured by FLOPs), due to the greatly
reduced input length. When controlling for infer-
ence budget, we find that HINT models outper-
form strong baselines in zero- and few-shot set-
tings. This validates our assumption that we can
significantly reduce inference costs by avoiding
reprocessing the instruction with every input, and
instead saving it for repeated use. Furthermore, we
find that including additional few-shot information
alongside task instructions significantly improves
HINT model performance while using minimal ad-
ditional compute during inference. Ultimately, our
work pushes towards directly generating cheap, cus-
tomised models from task data, without requiring
any expensive task-specific finetuning.

In summary, our findings are:

• We introduce HINT models, which make use
of a text-conditioned hypernetwork to gener-
ate parameter-efficient modules based on task
descriptions and few-shot examples.

• HINT models, by reducing input lengths, are
able to achieve similar performance to strong
full-input baselines while reducing inference
cost (measured in FLOPs) by up to 4×.

• As the compute used by HINT models is effec-
tively independent of the length of the instruc-
tion and amount of few-shot data provided

with the instruction, HINT models provided
with additional few-shot data simultaneously
outperform and use up to 4× fewer FLOPs
than baselines without few-shot data.

• HINT models outperform strong decoder-only
baselines. While decoder-only models allow
for input caching, we find that instruction-
tuned GPT-2 models significantly underper-
form HINT models (8-9 point difference),
matching prior work suggesting that encoder-
decoder models work better for instruction-
tuning (Wang et al., 2022a; Iyer et al., 2022).

2 Related Work

Instruction Following Further finetuning large
pretrained language models on instructions has
been found to greatly improve zero-shot generalisa-
tion, as the finetuned model learns to make use of
the instructions to perform the given task (Weller
et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2022; Mishra et al., 2022;
Chung et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022b). Addition-
ally, Sanh et al. (2022) found that training mod-
els on multiple prompts per task also resulted in
improved performance, suggesting that further in-
creasing prompt diversity aids generalisation, even
when using the same pool of underlying tasks. The
majority of these popular instruction-tuning ap-
proaches involve concatenating the instruction with
the input directly and training a text-to-text model
on these combined inputs. As the instruction can
be as long as, if not longer, than the input3, this can
greatly increase the computation needed to process
inputs compared to task-specific models.

In-Context Learning Similar to instruction-
based models, in-context learning (Brown et al.,
2020), where example instances are used in place
of or in addition to instructions, also requires ex-
tremely long and expensive-to-process inputs for
every test example, with Liu et al. (2022) show-
ing that parameter-efficient finetuning (PEFT) can
be cheaper and more effective when dealing with
many test examples. In this work, we propose a
halfway step between PEFT and instruction con-
catenation, where we train a model to predict
parameter-efficient modules based on instructions,
avoiding the few-shot training required by Liu et al.
(2022) while also avoiding repeatedly processing
lengthy inputs.

3As is the case for Super-Natural Instructions, see Ap-
pendix A.1.
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Hypernetworks In NLP Hypernetworks (Ha
et al., 2017; Schmidhuber, 1992) in NLP have re-
cently gained popularity in multitask and multi-
lingual setups due to their ability to softly share
parameters while avoiding negative interference
through the use of shared parameter generation
module. Several approaches (Karimi Mahabadi
et al., 2021; Tay et al., 2021; He et al., 2022b) learn
per-task embeddings along with a shared hyper-
network to generate task-specific adapter or pre-
fix modules. This means making the model per-
form new tasks requires at least few-shot learning
to learn a task embedding. Recent work has ex-
plored using text-conditioned hypernetworks for
parameter-efficient multitasking (Ivison and Peters,
2022) or improving out-of-domain generalisation
(Volk et al., 2022), removing the need to train task-
specific embeddings. Hypernetwork-based meth-
ods have also been highly successful in multilin-
gual settings, where generating language-specific
models via shared hypernetworks often results in
improved performance across various tasks (Platan-
ios et al., 2018; Baziotis et al., 2022; Ustun et al.,
2022, inter alia)

Our work primarily builds on Ye and Ren (2021),
which explored generating adapters from task de-
scriptions. We expand their approach to larger mod-
els and datasets and find that pretraining and a sig-
nificantly different hypernetwork architecture are
important for achieving strong performance.

Our work is also similar to the concurrently de-
veloped Phang et al. (2022) and Deb et al. (2022),
both of which examine how well hypernetwork-
based meta-learning can improve model perfor-
mance in zero- and few-shot settings. Deb et al.
(2022) examine hypernetworks and model-agnostic
meta-learning for instruction-finetuning and find
that they can yield improved performance on dif-
ficult unseen tasks in Super-Natural Instructions.
However, they still struggle to achieve overall good
zero-shot performance and do not investigate elimi-
nating task descriptions from the model input itself.
Phang et al. (2022) find that training a hypernet-
work to produce model adaptations provides an
initialisation better than pretraining for parameter-
efficient adaptations and that this initialisation im-
proves with more few-shot examples provided to
the hypernetwork. They also explore eliminat-
ing the instruction from the underlying model in-
put but find this severely underperforms baseline
approaches. We have similar findings, but find

that our novel hypernetwork design and use of in-
struction fusion closes the gap with baseline ap-
proaches. We also perform further analysis of the
hypernetwork-based models and show that when
controlling for inference compute budgets, our
hypernetwork-based model still outperforms strong
baselines.

3 HINT Model

Here, we introduce the main elements of our HINT
model. The model has two core parts: the hy-
pernetwork, which takes in text instructions and
outputs parameter-efficient modules, and the un-
derlying model, into which we insert the generated
parameter weights. The underlying model is simply
an encoder-decoder4 transformer model (Vaswani
et al., 2017) with additional parameter-efficient
adaptations inserted in, while the hypernetwork
has a more complex architecture which we describe
below. Figure 1 provides a visual overview.

3.1 Hypernetwork
The first step in our model is to make use
of a hypernetwork to convert an instruction to
parameter-efficient modules. Our hypernetwork
consists of three core elements: an encoder (or
‘hyperencoder’) to transform instruction and few-
shot text into continuous (contextual) representa-
tions, saving the encoded instructions for instruc-
tion fusion during decoding, and a parameter gen-
erator to then convert these embeddings into the
parameter efficient modules.

HyperEncoder To encode our text, we use a pre-
trained language model encoder. We initially ex-
perimented with using different encoder configu-
rations, and find that re-using the encoder from
the underlying model we wish to augment works
well, and tying the hypernetwork and underlying
encoder model weights works best.

Instruction Fusion We save the instruction rep-
resentations produced by the hyperencoder and al-
low the decoder of the underlying model access to
them by concatenating them with input examples
during inference and training. This is inspired by
the fusion-in-decoder method used in open-domain
QA (Izacard and Grave, 2021).

4We use encoder-decoder models as they generally outper-
form decoder-only models for zero-shot generalisation – see
Section 5.1.
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3.1.1 Efficient Parameter Generators
Parameter Generators Our generator design
consists of two parts. First, we use a trainable
set of embeddings and perform multi-head cross-
attention with the encoded instruction and these
embeddings. Each embedding represents a unique
column or token in each parameter-efficient mod-
ule (e.g., prefix, adapter - see below) for each layer.
This allows us to effectively collect the information
required for different parameters in different em-
beddings via cross-attention with the instruction:

embed = [αe11
,αe12

, ...,αe21
,αe22

, ...,πe11
, ...]

embed′ = Cross-Attention(embed, instr.)

Where αe11
refers to an embedding we will use as

the first column of the first layer adapter weight,
αe12

is the second column, αe21
is the first column

for the second layer adapter, πe11
is the first token of

the first layer prefix, etc. We then take the subset of
the embedding representing all columns/tokens for
a particular model adaptation and pass it through
a two-layer MLP to generate parameters. We use
a unique network for each adaptation and share
between layers (i.e. one network for prefixes for
all layers, one for all adapter weights for all layers,
etc.).

Adapter1 = reshape[MLPa(α
′
e11
);MLPa(α

′
e12
); ...]

Prefix1 = reshape[MLPp(π
′
e11
);MLPp(π

′
e12
); ...]

Where Adapter1 and Prefix1 are the first layer
adapter and prefix, respectively.

Generated Parameters We generate two types
of parameter-efficient modules: adapters (Houlsby
et al., 2019) and prefixes (Li and Liang, 2021).
Adapters (Houlsby et al., 2019) are small bottle-
neck networks inserted into a transformer model.
We follow He et al. (2022a) in placing our adapters
parallel to the feed-forward layer:

x = FFN(x) + f1(GELU(f2(x))) (1)

Where f1, f2 are linear layers that project an input
x to a small bottleneck size na and then back up
to the hidden size of the model respectively. Pre-
fixes (Li and Liang, 2021) are short continuous
sequences concatenated with the key and values in
the self- and cross-attention modules in every layer
of the underlying model.

Hypernetwork

Encoder Decoder

a

b c

Figure 2: Overview of our proposed pretraining scheme.

Scaling Down Parameters A naïve hypernet-
work implementation may suffer from poor scaling
with the size of the parameter-efficient modules.
Consider a case where we wish to convert a single
embedding of size ne to an adapter weight matrix
of size nd × na (the model hidden dimension size
by adapter bottleneck size). Our hypernetwork gen-
erator will have nd ∗ ne ∗ na parameters, and so in-
creasing the adapter bottleneck na quickly becomes
extremely expensive, especially if nd is large - as is
the case for large language models. We address this
by decomposing the adapter weight into columns
and assigning an embedding per column. Thus, our
hypernetwork now has to convert a sequence of em-
beddings with size na × ne to an adapter weight of
size na × nd, meaning that the network only needs
ne ∗ nd parameters. This means that the size of our
parameter-efficient modules is independent of the
size of the hypernetwork, and we can effectively
scale the size of our adapters or number of prefixes
without extreme parameter blowup. Note that we
set ne = nd in our experiments for simplicity.

3.2 Underlying Model
Once our hypernetwork has produced a set of
parameter-efficient modules, we then insert these
into our underlying network, and can then perform
training and inference as normal. The underly-
ing model can be any pretrained encoder-decoder
model that works with our parameter-efficient mod-
ules. We make use of T5 (Raffel et al., 2022) as
our underlying model in our experiments.

3.3 Training and Inference
Hypernetwork Pretraining To help better gen-
eralization, we pretrain the hypernetwork on a large
corpus (C4; Raffel et al., 2022) before finetuning on
multitask prompted datasets. Given a single input
string, we split our input string into random-length
chunks a, b, c, and feed a to the hypernetwork, b
to the main network, and predict c. This resembles
the input in used in instruction finetuning (as the
instruction precedes the input in the default prompt
used for Super-Natural Instructions). We fully fine-
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tune all parameters during pretraining.

Training HINT HINT training looks similar to
pretraining, except we replace a with the task in-
struction (and any few-shot examples), b with the
main input, and c with the gold generation. We
used mixed-task batches such that a unique adaptor
and prefix set is generated for every input in each
batch.

This means, for every batch, we first generate a
set of adapters, prefixes, and encoded instructions
from a batch of tasks using the hypernetwork. The
adapters and prefixes are placed within the under-
lying model to act as parameter-efficient modules
(i.e., insert them into the model), and the encoded
instruction is concatenated with encoded inputs
during decoding. We then perform a forward pass
of the underlying model with the inputs associ-
ated with each task in the batch and perform back-
propagation using cross-entropy loss as standard
for text-to-text models. As we fully finetune all
parameters, the parameter generator will produce
different weights for the same task inputs after a
gradient step, meaning that we have to rerun the
hypernetwork for every batch. This means that
HINT requires more compute to train than a base-
line transformer - although it provides significant
compute reductions during inference, as we will
see.

Inference The inference process is similar to
training, but we do not use mixed-batch inputs:
instead, we generate the parameters for one task,
insert them into the underlying model, and then pro-
cess all test-time inputs for that task. This prevents
redundant processing of the instruction.

We also consider the cost of HINT models dur-
ing inference. We consider a case where we have
to process n samples from a single task. Assume
each sample has length i and the task instruction
has length t. We will ignore the cost of processing
(typically short) output sequences. Following prior
work (Kaplan et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022), we use
FLOPs as an estimate of the amount of compute
required to run particular models and estimate that
processing a token with an encoder-decoder model
takes N FLOPs to process a single token, where N
is the total number of model parameters.

In this scenario, a standard instruction-trained
model which concatenates every input with the in-
struction (e.g., Tk-Instruct) uses Nn(t+ i) FLOPs
to process all examples. Meanwhile, HINT models

process the task instruction only once and so use
roughly N(t+ ni) FLOPs5. This makes clear that
HINT models (a) scale better with more same-
task inference examples than input concatena-
tion approaches (increasing n), and (b) require
relatively few extra FLOPs to process long in-
structions (large t), allowing them to benefit from
adding more few-shot examples without incurring
significant compute increases.

4 Experimental Details

We evaluate our approach on two popular
instruction-based datasets: Super-Natural In-
structions (SNI) (Wang et al., 2022b) and the T0
split of P3 (Sanh et al., 2022; Bach et al., 2022).
We use t5x and seqio (Roberts et al., 2022) to han-
dle data preprocessing and model training. We use
T5 v1.1 + LM adaptation (Lester et al., 2021) as our
base models, using the 3B size unless otherwise
stated. Unless otherwise stated, the hypernetwork
generates prefixes of length 30 and adapters with a
bottleneck size of 512, matching the sizes recom-
mended by He et al. (2022a). We use the Adafactor
optimizer (Shazeer and Stern, 2018) with a constant
learning rate of 0.001. Unless otherwise stated, we
report results from single runs.

Pretraining We pretrain all models for 10,000
steps (7,000 for 11B size models) using C4 (Raffel
et al., 2022) with a batch size of 1,024 samples and
sequences of length 512.

Super-Natural Instructions (SNI) For SNI, we
examine two settings: providing the hypernetwork
with the task definition and the underlying network
with the instance input only (‘Def’), and providing
the hypernetwork with the task definition and two
few-shot task examples (‘Def + 2 Pos.’). To train,
we finetune our pretrained HINT models for 1,000
steps with a batch size of 1,024, with a maximum
sequence length of 1,024 for both the underlying
model and the hypernetwork input. We then eval-
uate the final checkpoint on the test split of SNI,
which is a set of 119 unseen tasks. We use v2.6 of
Super-Natural Instructions.

P3 For P3, we explore two settings: (a) ‘joint’,
where we give the hypernetwork a templated form
of the prompt with instance information removed
and give the underlying model the full prompted

5When reporting FLOPs, we use a more detailed formula
described in Appendix C.1 that takes into account extra (albeit
small) hypernetwork costs.
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examples; (Centre) SNI RougeL against FLOPs for differing numbers of additional few-shot information; (Right)
FLOPs against instruction and task data length (in number of tokens). FLOPs calculations are based on processing
100 examples from the same task during inference.

input. (b) ‘split’, where we give the hypernetwork
the templated prompt without instance information
and give the underlying model only the instance
information without the prompt. In both cases, we
fully finetune our model for 10,000 steps with a
batch size of 2,048. We use a maximum input
length of 1,024 for the underlying model and 512
for the hypernetwork. We train and evaluate on the
same tasks and splits as T0 (Sanh et al., 2022).

Baselines We primarily compare against T0 and
Tk-Instruct, models fully-finetuned on P3 and SNI
respectively with all task information concatenated
with the input. We replicate these models, match-
ing the finetuning settings used for HINT mod-
els, and find that our replications significantly out-
perform previously reported results, making these
baselines extremely strong. We note where results
are our replications or reported from prior work.
We additionally compare against ‘X + PEFT’, the
prior models with adapters and prefixes added
in before finetuning, HyperTune (Phang et al.,
2022), a concurrent work that primarily makes use
of a pretrained hypernetwork but without instruc-
tion fusion, Hypter (Ye and Ren, 2021), a prior
hypernetwork-based model that does not use pre-
training, GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), a strong
decoder-only model, which we fully finetune, and
OPT (Zhang et al., 2022), another strong decoder-
only model, which we also fully finetune.

5 Model Performance and Efficiency

5.1 Super-Natural Instructions
We report the performance and inference costs of
HINT models and baselines in Table 1 and Figure 3
and find that:

HINT models outperform baselines when

FLOPs-matched. As seen in Figure 3 (left), when
FLOPs-matched, HINT models outperform Tk-
Instruct, a strong baseline that fully concatenates
the instruction with every input. This holds for
both ‘Def’ and ‘Def + 2 Pos.’ settings.

HINT models are up to 4× more efficient
than similarly-sized baselines. we find that HINT
models use 2–4x fewer FLOPs than similarly-
sized state-of-the-art Tk-Instruct baselines (Ta-
ble 1). While other hypernetwork-based models
are able to achieve similar compute savings, their
performance is significantly worse than HINT (≥ 8
points). HINT has similar cost to a model trained
without including instructions in the input (‘No-
Instruct’), while performing over 30 points better.

HINT models improve performance with few-
shot examples, but do not cost more FLOPs.
When introducing additional few-shot data (‘Def
+ 2 Pos.’), HINT models improve dramatically (5-
8 points) but the compute used barely increases
(Figure 3, centre), as HINT models only need to en-
code the task data (instruction and few-shot exam-
ples) once per task. In contrast, while Tk-Instruct
similarly improves with few-shot examples, the
compute needed during inference increases dramat-
ically, usually costing around 1.5× more. Overall,
we find that HINT models require much less com-
pute to deal with longer instruction and few-shot
data inputs than Tk-Instruct (Figure 3, right).

HINT models outperform a strong decoder-
only baseline. HINT significantly outperforms
GPT-2 and OPT-13B, in line with prior work that
shows encoder-decoder models often significantly
outperform even much larger decoder-only equiv-
alents (Wang et al., 2022a; Iyer et al., 2022). In
particular, 11B-size HINT outperforms OPT-13B
by 5 points or more despite using a similar number
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Def Def + 2 Pos.

Model Model Size RougeL Rel. FLOPs RougeL Rel. FLOPs

Tk-Instruct (our replication) 250 mil. 35.3 ×1.0 42.9 ×1.5
Tk-Instruct (Wang et al., 2022b) 250 mil. - - 42.1 ×1.5
Tk-Instruct + PEFT 250 mil. 33.3 ×1.1 42.9 ×1.6
Hypter (our replication) 250 mil. 12.1 ×0.4 10.6 ×0.4
HINT (ours) 250 mil. 33.3 ×0.4 41.8 ×0.4
Tk-Instruct (our replication) 3B 48.9 ×12.0 56.6 ×17.9
Tk-Instruct (Wang et al., 2022b) 3B 45.0 ×12.0 54.3 ×17.9
Tk-Instruct + PEFT 3B 49.8 ×12.4 56.2 ×18.5
No-Instruct 3B 12.4 ×3.9 - -
GPT-2 XL 1.5B 38.2 ×4.1 45.3 ×4.2
Hypter (our replication) 3B 16.8 ×4.3 14.2 ×4.4
HyperTune (Phang et al., 2022) 3B 38.9 ×4.1 48.6 ×4.3
HINT (ours) 3B 47.2 ×4.5 53.2 ×4.6
Tk-Instruct (our replication) 11B 53.6 ×44.0 60.5 ×65.7
Tk-Instruct (Wang et al., 2022b) 11B - - 62.0 ×65.7
Tk-Instruct + PEFT 11B 54.6 ×44.0 60.3 ×65.7
OPT-13B 13B 44.8 ×15.9 51.5 ×16.4
Hypter (our replication) 11B 15.5 ×15.3 13.4 ×15.7
HINT (ours) 11B 51.1 ×16.1 56.4 ×16.5

Table 1: Super-Natural Instructions RougeL and relative number of FLOPs used when given task definition only
(‘Def’), and task definition along with 2 labelled examples (‘Def + 2 Pos.’). Where noted, results are taken directly
from Phang et al. (2022) and Wang et al. (2022b). Relative FLOPs cost is calculated relative to the base-size
Tk-Instruct with task definition only. We calculate the values using the number of FLOPs required to process 1 task
with 100 examples for each model. Model size is given by the number of parameters.

of FLOPs. This highlights the utility of improv-
ing efficiency for encoder-decoder-based models.
We also note that caching key/value attention pairs,
the simplest way to reduce inference costs with
decoder-only models, scales worse than HINT. The
size of cached key/value pairs for GPT-2 is ∝ lds,
where l is the number of layers, d is the size of
the model hidden dimension, and s is the cached
sequence length. In contrast, the size of the saved
PEFT parameters for HINT is ∝ sd + ld, which
scales better with respect to sequence length (larger
s) and model size (larger d, l)6.

5.2 P3
We report results on the T0 evaluation set in Table 2,
with full results in Appendix B. We find that:

Our T0-3B replication significantly outper-
forms the results reported by Sanh et al. (2022).
This matches prior suggestions that T0 is under-
trained (Phang et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2022). We
provide further details in Appendix E.

HINT outperforms hypernetwork baselines.
The HINT model consistently outperforms Hypter,
a prior hypernetwork-based approach, and learns
to make use of the P3 prompts as evidenced by

6We provide details for these calculations in Appendix C.2.

Model Avg Rel. FLOPs

T0-3B 54.9 ×1.0
T0-3B (our replication) 64.4 ×1.0
T0-3B + PEFT 65.5 ×1.0
No Prompt 57.5 ×0.8
Hypter (Joint) 64.6 ×1.0
HINT (Joint) 65.4 ×1.1
Hypter (Split) 56.2 ×0.8
HINT (Split) 60.3 ×0.8

Table 2: Avg performance over T0 evaluation tasks after
training on the T0 P3 train set. FLOPs are calculated
assuming we are processing 100 examples of a single
task. The ‘Joint’ and ‘Split’ HINT variants refer to the
two input formats for P3 described in Section 4.

its improved performance over a baseline model
trained without prompts (‘No Prompt’).

HINT remains cheaper than T0 for inference.
HINT uses significantly less flops than T0-3B, al-
beit with smaller savings compared to SNI, likely
due to the different style of prompts: P3 prompts
tend to be shorter, and interleave task inputs (e.g.
‘Does <sentence 1> entail <sentence 2>?’). Despite
this, HINT still provides reasonable FLOPs savings.
We suggest that the performance of HINT could
be greatly improved by leveraging additional few-
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# Shots T0-3B (our repl.) HINT (split) HINT FLOPs
Reduction

1 66.4 66.4 ×2.3
2 67.1 66.6 ×3.2
4 67.1 67.2 ×5.1
5 67.9 67.1 ×6.0

Table 3: P3 performance with differing numbers of few-
shot examples using 3B size models and the FLOPs
reduction when using HINT instead of T0-3B for that
number of shots. In few-shot settings, HINT always
remains wihin 1 point of T0-3B despite the greatly re-
duced FLOPs cost.

Model Pretraining SNI RougeL

HINT None 44.0
HINT Ours 46.3
HINT CACLM 45.8
HINT - No Instr. Fus. None 27.4
HINT - No Instr. Fus. Ours 32.1
HINT - No Instr. Fus. CACLM 30.4

Table 4: SNI performance for HINT models with and
without instruction fusion after 10,000 steps of the given
pretraining scheme and 1,000 steps of finetuning on SNI.
CACLM is the pretraining scheme proposed by Phang
et al. (2022).

shot information, further exploiting the efficiency
of HINT models in encoding task data.

We investigate if HINT models can provide bene-
fits even when the input and instruction are concate-
nated through training and evaluating in the ‘joint’
setting of P3, and find that HINT performs simi-
larly to T0-3B with additional parameter-efficient
modules, which suggests that the hypernetwork is
unable to improve on the baseline model through
additional customisation, and so is primarily useful
as a mechanism for reducing inference costs and
cheaply incorporating few-shot data.

HINT performs similarly to the baseline in
few-shot settings. In Table 3, we show that HINT
remains within 1 point performance of T0 in few-
shot settings, despite the large reductions in FLOPs
cost, using up to 6× fewer FLOPs. This makes
HINT especially useful in few-shot scenarios.

6 Analysis

6.1 Pretraining
We compare using no pretraining, our pretraining
scheme, and the pretraining scheme proposed by
Phang et al. (2022) (‘CACLM’) in Table 4. As the
pretraining scheme is primarily for improving the
parameter generators, we evaluate its effect both

0 1 2 3 4 5
Number of Shots

101

102
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HINT (gpu)
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Figure 4: Time taken to process 100 examples with
average SNI lengths with varying numbers of shots on
CPU and GPU for 3B HINT and baseline (i.e., vanilla
T5) models.

with and without using instruction fusion (‘HINT’
and ‘HINT - No Instr. Fus.’, respectively).

We find that: (a) using pretraining gives a large
boost in performance for hypernetwork-only
models, showing that pretraining is essential to
good hypernetwork performance, and (b) using
our pretraining scheme works best overall. We
hypothesise this reflects the fact that our scheme is
closer to the Super-Natural Instructions format than
CACLM. Unlike Phang et al. (2022), we found
that further pretraining did not aid performance.
This is likely due to the fact that we tie the under-
lying model encoder and hypernetwork encoder
weights together, meaning that the model weights
must balance between acting as the hypernetwork
and underlying model encoder.

6.2 Inference Speed
While HINT provides significant FLOPs reductions
compared to baselines, these do not necessarily
translate to real-world inference speedups. We ex-
amine this by measuring the average speed of HINT
to process 100 samples of the same task, assuming
the average input lengths given in Appendix A.1.

As seen in Figure 4, while baseline decoding
remains faster for small input lengths on GPU7, it
lags compared to HINT for longer sequences. In
fact, HINT’s inference latency increases at a much
slower rate compared to the baseline as the input
size increases (with the number of shots), highlight-

7This is likely due to the small additional overhead of
running the HyperEncoder, which must be run before the rest
of the model.
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Model SNI RougeL

Adapters + Prefixes 32.1
Adapters (a = 512) 30.1
Prefixes (l = 30) 12.1
Prefixes (l = 512) 15.1
LoRA (r = 128) 12.1
LoRA (r = 512) 12.6

Table 5: SNI performance of different parameter-
efficient modules in a HINT model without instruction
fusion. a, l, r are the bottleneck size, number of tokens,
and rank used for each experiment respectively.

Model SNI RougeL

HINT 47.2
+ Decoder 42.6
- Instr. Fus. 32.1
- PEFT Gen. 40.9

Table 6: HINT model ablations. All models are pre-
trained for 10,000 steps, except for - PEFT Gen., which
contains no new parameters and requires no pretraining.

ing that HINT is especially effective in few-shot
scenarios and scenarios with lengthy inputs.

6.3 Architecture Ablations
We experiment with a series of ablations to deter-
mine the best architecture for HINT, and find that:

Adapters and prefixes work best together. We
consider alternatives to using adapters and prefixes
together: using adapters alone, using prefixes alone,
and using LoRA (Hu et al., 2022) instead of ei-
ther. In order to isolate the effect of these choices,
we test without using instruction fusion. We find
that adapters and prefixes provide the best overall
performance, with prefixes-only and LoRA-only
performance substantially worse, even when in-
creasing the number of parameters generated. This
suggests that our hypernetwork approach is more
adept at generating certain types of PEFT modules.

PEFT and instruction fusion are complemen-
tary. We find that using just the generated
parameter-efficient modules or the encoded instruc-
tion alone (‘-Instr. Fus.’ and ‘-PEFT Gen.’ in Ta-
ble 6) perform significantly worse than using both
methods together, suggesting that these methods
provide complementary improvements.

Cross-Attention Layer wins over Full Decoder.
We compare using a full T5 decoder (with self-
attention removed) as the hypernetwork weight gen-

erator as in Phang et al. (2022) with our approach,
and find that our single multi-head cross-attention
layer performs better at a much cheaper cost than
using the full decoder (‘+ Decoder’ in Table 6).

7 Conclusion

We introduce Hypernetworks for INstruction Tun-
ing (HINT) models and show that they consistently
outperform strong full-input baselines when con-
trolling for inference compute. This is primarily
due to the fact that HINT models process their task
instructions once per task, while current state-of-
the-art models re-encode instructions with every
task input. We show that the success of HINT
models relies on a pretrained hypernetwork, which
converts task instructions into parameter-efficient
modules and an encoded instruction, both of which
we insert into the underlying model.

Future work could investigate how HINT aids
in few-shot settings, further building on HINT’s
strong few-shot efficiency and taking advantage of
the improved initialisation provided by hypernet-
works (Phang et al., 2022). Overall, HINT models
combine the benefits of parameter-efficient learn-
ing with the benefits of instruction-based learning,
allowing one to easily turn pretrained language
models into efficient, task-customised models.

Limitations

While promising, HINT comes with several draw-
backs related to its ease of use. First, HINT takes
advantage of the fact that (a) instructions are often
long, and (b) often we want to perform inference
over a larger (> 100) amount of examples with the
same instruction. If either of these items are not
true in a setup, then HINT is unlikely to provide
a large benefit over simply including the instruc-
tion with the input text. This can be seen in the
smaller compute savings provided by HINT for
P3 in Table 2. Second, while HINT is compute-
efficient at inference time, it is far more costly to
train, as it effectively requires running the under-
lying model together with the hypernetwork for
every batch. This means that while HINT may be
useful for practitioners with limited compute bud-
gets, it may be difficult to train HINT models with
the same limited budget. Finally, we train and test
on English data only, and do not explore the gen-
eralisation of our approach to multilingual setups.
Considering the success of hypernetworks in mul-
tilingual settings (Platanios et al., 2018; Baziotis
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et al., 2022; Ustun et al., 2022), we believe this
is a promising direction for future research. As
such, while promising, HINT is limited by certain
assumptions made about the length and format of
instruction-augmented data, and we hope further
improvements of the method work towards loosen-
ing these assumptions.

Ethics Statement

We believe that the impact of our work is largely
beneficial, examining a novel method to make
instruction-based models cheaper to use. This may
aid in reducing the carbon footprint of large lan-
guage models running in inference (Schwartz et al.,
2019) and in making these models more accessible
to people with limited compute budgets. However,
we also note that our approach requires unsuper-
vised pretraining on a large corpus, making it diffi-
cult to document exactly the data it has seen during
training and making it likely to reflect problematic
or even dangerous biases within the corpus (Bender
et al., 2021). We believe that future research could
investigate reducing the need for hypernetwork pre-
training and further investigate the behaviour of
hypernetwork-augmented language models.
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A Dataset Details

A.1 Input Lengths
When calculating FLOPs estimates, we use the me-
dian sequence length of the inputs and outputs to
calculate inference costs. We compute the median
over the train split of Super-Natural Instructions
and over 10,000 random samples from the T0 train
split of P3. We calculate the medians for each
format separately, rather than adding the instance
and instruction-only values together (hence the mis-
match in values). We provide the calculated values
in Table 7. We find that P3 inputs mostly consist
of the instance, with prompt templates consisting
of relatively few tokens, while SNI inputs consist
mostly of instructions. This explains why HINT
models are much cheaper than Tk-Instruct models,
but not that much cheaper than T0 models, as HINT
models reduce FLOPs by avoiding reprocessing the
instruction with every input.

A.2 Split Sizes
We report the sizes of splits here. For Super-Natural
Instructions, we use the default setting from Wang
et al. (2022b) where 100 examples are provided
for each task in train and test splits. We also note
that we follow the sampling procedure used by
Sanh et al. (2022), where we “treat any dataset
with over 500,000 examples as having 500,000 /
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Median # Tokens

Text Sequence SNI P3

Instance only 44 81
Instruction only 69 24
Instruction + Instance 133 103
Instruction + 2 positives 197 -
Instruction + 2 pos. + instance 199 -
Output 1 6

Table 7: Median sequence length, given in number of
T5 tokens, for Super-Natural Instructions and P3.

Dataset Train Test

Super-Natural Instructions 75,417 11,810
P3 90,897,454 2,940,068
P3 (adjusted for sampling) 17,277,532 2,940,068

Table 8: Number of samples in given splits for each
dataset.

num templates examples” during training. Tak-
ing this sampling into account results in the much
smaller dataset size seen in Table 8. We refer read-
ers to Sanh et al. (2022) for more details on P3.

B Full P3 Results

We report the full results of models on the P3
dataset from Table 2 in Table 9.

C Model Compute Calculations

We provide a more thorough description of the
compute and memory costs associated with various
models we discuss here.

C.1 Compute Costs
We will let i be the sample length, t be the task
instruction length, o be the output sequence length,
n be the number of same-task samples we wish
to process, and N be the number of parameters in
the model. We will assume we are only processing
examples from the same task.

Tk-Instruct As Tk-Instruct concatenates instruc-
tion and sample together as input, it uses roughly
Nn(i+ t+ o) FLOPs.

HINT The cost of the HINT model is more com-
plicated. Let N ′ be the cost of the hypernetwork
generator, and A be the cost of the parameter-
efficient modules inserted into the underlying
model. The cost of running the hypernetwork is

t(N +N ′) (since the hypernetwork encoder is the
same size as the underlying model). The cost of
then running the underlying model with parameter-
efficient modules is n(N + A)(i + o). We sum
these two terms to get the total cost of HINT:
t(N +N ′)+n(N +A)(i+o). We do not consider
the additional cost of inserting the instruction in the
decoder as this only affects the few (usually 1-2)
output tokens and the decoder cross-attention only,
and so is negligible. We can simplify the HINT
compute cost down by observing that in most cases
N >> A and N >> N ′, resulting in the cost of
HINT being roughly tN+nN(i+o). This simpler
formulation highlights the main benefit of HINT:
the instruction no longer is processed with every
sample, and so compute cost is ∝ t+n as opposed
to ∝ tn.

C.2 Memory Costs
Here, we will let l be the number of layers, d the
model hidden dimension, h the number of heads,
k the size of the keys/values, and s be the length
of the sequence we want to save. We ignore bias
terms for simplicity.

Decoder-only Models If we want to cache the
key/value pairs for a given sequence, we will store
2lhks values - a key and value for every head in
every layer, for each item in the sequence. We note
that typically kh = d in models, and so in the main
text we simplify this to 2lds ∝ lds.

HINT In the default HINT setup, we save three
elements: the processed instruction sequence,
which contains ds values (one vector per token);
the adapter weights, 2 ∗ 512ld values (one adapter
comprising of two weight matrices per layer, where
each weight matrix has size 512 × d); the prefix
values, 2 ∗ 30lhk values (a 30-length prefix and
key per layer per head) ). This sums to give a total
memory cost of ds+1024ld+60lhk. Note that in
the default HINT settings, we use prefixes of length
30 and adapters with bottleneck size 512, but these
settings could be adjusted to reduce memory costs.
Applying the simplification kh = d, we get that
the HINT memory cost is ∝ ds+ ld.

D GPT-2 Instruction Finetuning

When finetuning GPT-2 for Table 1, we trained for
[3, 5, 10] epochs with a batch size of 32. We use
AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) and swept
learning rates of [1× 10−5, 2× 10−5, 5× 10−5],
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Model Avg Rel. FLOPs ANLI HellaSwag StoryCloze CB COPA RTE WiC WSC WinoGrande

T0-3B 54.9 ×1.0 33.4 27.3 84.0 45.4 72.8 64.6 50.6 64.9 50.9
T0-3B (our replication) 64.4 ×1.0 41.7 30.1 96.9 72.7 89.1 81.2 51.7 57.2 59.2
T0-3B + PEFT 65.5 ×1.0 41.5 30.1 96.6 76.9 92.2 82.1 54.2 56.6 59.2
No Prompt 57.5 ×0.8 34.4 27.7 88.8 69.4 66.3 56.5 52.5 61.3 60.6
Hypter (Joint) 64.6 ×1.0 41.1 29.4 96.7 76.3 87.4 79.6 52.1 58.3 60.9
HINT (Joint) 65.4 ×1.1 41.6 30.3 96.6 76.0 88.8 84.2 51.4 59.5 60.1
Hypter (Split) 56.2 ×0.8 34.2 28.1 86.8 58.0 67.3 65.0 50.5 60.0 55.7
HINT (Split) 60.3 ×0.8 37.0 29.1 85.6 67.6 71.0 77.2 51.0 64.2 60.0

Table 9: Results on T0 evaluation tasks after training on the T0 P3 train set. We report averaged accuracy across
prompts for each task, and the overall average performance (‘avg’). FLOPs are calculated assuming we are
processing 100 examples of a single task. The ‘Joint’ and ‘Split’ HINT variants refer to the two input formats for P3
described in Section 4.

using a linear warmup and decay schedule with
1,000 steps of warmup. We report the highest over-
all results in Table 1. Following Iyer et al. (2022),
we minimise the loss only over the target tokens
(with EOS token added after the target answer), not
the inputs, since these are always provided during
test time. Note that we calculate the FLOPs used
by GPT-2 during inference based on the estimates
provided by Kaplan et al. (2020) that GPT-series
models use 2N FLOPs per token, where N is the
number of parameters in the model.

E T0 Replication

During initial experiments, we replicated the T0
training in the t5x framework, using the same train-
ing set and mixing proportions as Sanh et al. (2022).
We found that our replications performed signif-
icantly better than the reported T0 performance
when trained for longer. We train 3B and 11B
size models on the T0 training mixture for 20,000
steps using a batch size of 2048, a maximum input
sequence length of 1024, a maximum output se-
quence length of 256, and the Adafactor optimizer
with a constant learning rate of 0.001. We start
from the T5 v1.1 + LM adaptation checkpoints and
fully finetune the model. As seen in Table 10, our
replications significantly outperform both T0 mod-
els, suggesting that T0 was undertrained. We also
compare the variances in prompt performance in
Figure 5.
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Model ANLI HellaSwag StoryCloze CB COPA RTE WiC WSC WinoGrande AVG

T0-3B 33.4 27.2 84.0 45.4 75.9 64.6 50.7 65.1 51.0 55.2
T0-3B (ours) 41.7 30.1 96.9 72.7 89.1 81.2 51.7 57.2 59.2 64.4
T0-11B 41.0 33.6 92.4 70.1 91.5 81.0 56.1 61.1 59.9 65.2
T0-11B (ours) 46.8 34.1 98.2 81.2 96.6 84.0 52.1 62.6 64.8 68.9

Table 10: T0 evaluation task accuracy, comparing results using models from Sanh et al. (2022) and our own
replications. We report accuracy averaged across prompts for the same dataset. For ANLI, we first average
performance across prompts for ANLI R1/2/3 separately, and then average the three results.
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Figure 5: T0 evaluation set accuracy across tasks. Each dot represents the performance from a different prompt.
‘T03Bp’ and ‘T011Bp’ refer to our T0 replications, while ‘T03B’ and ‘T011B’ are the models released by Sanh
et al. (2022).
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